How to start gimp (box knot):
The gimp provided in your kit is already started. However, if you want to make another gimp with your own
supplies, these are instructions to follow. Starting a gimp is the hardest part so don’t get frustrated if you don’t
pick it up quickly.
1. Cut the two pieces of gimp (plastic lace) into equal lengths about 2 to 3 feet long. It is easiest to use
two different colors. In this tutorial, we will use yellow and green. (Optional: You can string a safety pin
or a key ring on one of the pieces of gimp so you can clip it on to something when you are done.)
2. Find the center of one piece of gimp and lay it on a flat surface. Then, take the other piece of gimp and
find the center of it. Lay the pieces of gimp where they cross in the middle, forming a cross.

3. Put your finger where the two pieces of gimp cross to hold it in place. Take one side of the gimp that is
on the bottom (yellow) and form a loop. Place finger back on top. Next, take the other end of the gimp
that is on bottom and create another loop. Place finger back on top.

1. Next, take the gimp that was originally on top (green) and go through one of the loops. (In the picture,
we took the end of the green gimp that was going up through the left yellow loop.)

2. Take the other end of the gimp (green) and go through the other loop. (In the picture, we took the end
of the green gimp that was going down and put it through the right loop.

6. Very very carefully pull each end of the gimp equally tight. And then your gimp is started!

If you have any questions, check out our video tutorial on Facebook!
How to make gimp (box knot):
1. Once your gimp is already started, take a piece of gimp from one side and create a loop over the box
knot. (In the picture, we created loops with the yellow gimp.) Line up the loop with the side the string
comes from. Take the piece of gimp from the other side and create another loop. (Still the yellow gimp,
but the gimp from the other side.)

2. Next, take one piece of the other color of gimp and weave it through the loops. You will go over the
first loop and under the second loop. Do the same thing with the other piece of gimp. Pull tightly.
Make sure you are pulling evenly on each piece as you tighten. Continue until you are out of gimp or to
your desired length. Tie an overhand to secure the ends.

